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About This Game

You wake up outside. It starts raining.

5 minutes of memory.

A game where you have 5 minutes to get into the basement. Find clues in the house, and write down anything you find on your
arm. After 5 minutes, you'll fall unconscious, and wake up again outside the house. Only, the notes you find on your arm aren't

what you remember writing.
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Artbook - Nice!
Windows Theme - Cool!
Soundtrack - Wtf? No tags, and really "high quality" 160kb\/s. Iffy, please have mercy.... AYO!

HOL UP!

*smack lips*

SO YOU

WE SAYIN'

*eats watermelon*

W E

W U Z

*steal a bike*

K A N G Z

A N

S H I E E E E E E E E E E E T. Good little game!

Highly recommended for the money.

Makes you feel like a real life sneaky sneaky.. awsome sause. Overall: Good
Difficulty: Low to Medium-high

Likes:
- Simple but can get quite tricky
- Daily puzzles
- Infinite mode
- Very satisfying sound effects. This DLC is definitely worth your money, the best of all DLCs till now.
Highly recommend.

Pros
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- New features, now u can have your outposts with towers and bonus.
- 8 good non-repetitive-missions with nice story.
- Somewhat harder than the base game but enjoyable.
- New traps and spells.

Cons
- Overworld is still easy.
- Is there any way to set new spells hotkey?
- Except the nice bonus, outposts are mostly useless
- So many random spawns in dungeon

-F*** u Narrator, I hope there will be a DLC where I can kick your ***. An absolute masterpiece, highly tactical and somewhat
difficult. Takes time and patience. Much about trial and errors.. this game is so much fun i had to buy the original reigns for my
mobile. knowing the series is a big plus to get some jokes. great value game and nice concept. in the end you just decide
between two options by swiping but it keeps you on your toes somehow ;). 11/10 would fund first-year game-design students
again.. Game is currently unplayable due to graphics bug on laptop - no minerals/items/etc are visible on screen. Advised known
issue and they are working on a patch.
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tl;dr If you liked Job Simulator, you'd like this one too.

Finally, a game about relaxation and taking the day off with a vacation! Tell your boss you're not coming in this week as you
travel to a place called Vacation Island to enjoy yourself. Letting off some steam in the water of the beach, or perhaps get some
leaves in your hair in the forest, or have some icicles hang from your nose up in the cold mountains. Is this a vacation worth
your time and investment?

Pros;
The gameplay is smooth and satisfying, and it has more to it than the last game than just follow directions. This time you are
also tasked with examples like having fun with beachball volley, puzzle blocks, and inventory for your photos or different things
you collect on your way. It even has a character creation!
The humor is what you'd expect from this title, both from the dialogue. Witty and charming is the name. I can't recall a moment
where I felt like I was bored listening to these robots talk, it was too much fun for me. Not to mention all those nice references
to things we all know!
The graphics are simple, yet nice enough to give off the feeling you're really there. Every spot you stand on makes you
appreciate the details you may spot looking around, makes you even wanna snap a photo while you're at it.

Cons;
Once you do everything you feel like doing, there isn't much refraining you from stopping the game. The replayability is rather
scarce, and doing a thing you like alot may only be fun for up to an hour.
Certain minigames become glorified fetchquests, which can easily be a bother. What makes it worse is that you may not always
remember what certain npcs want, making you have to go back to look at the menu board. Topping it off with that you may find
these items in certain locations of the game, meaning if you have a Beach menu you may need to go to the Mountains to get the
items you need. Remember the scarce inventory? Multitasking becomes a big issue.

All in all, it's a wonderous game, and one you should definently pick up if you need a laugh and something nice to do. Even as a
standalone, I would recommend it.. A short, easy puzzle game with a heavy emphasis on "science." There are no words in the
game, and all gameplay is discovered by trial and error, building and testing hypotheses. My five-year-old loved this, and had
lots of fun experimenting. A non-violent experience with a unique aesthetic.. GAME
IS\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665

- Game mechanic is very \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
- You focus one enemy, but you hit another one.
- Same to elements, you focus door, but lightning torch.
- You try to dodge attacks by jumping in bunch of enemies, after 2 secs you are dead because you clicked twice W.
- You can have 90% avoidance, use 100% on CD your spells, fighting boss 20+ minutes.
- Than, he one hits you, you are dead, repeat until game is over only because of plot.
- Autosaves 1 per 10 hours. If you died and forgot to save, run around like a dumb doing again what you have done already.
- If some NPC on your way and you can not pass. Wait hours until he moves or kill him.
- Monsters disappear when far out of their location, even in vanila world of warcraft they run back to their positions.
- Game crashes
- First mobs on easiest difficulty can one hit, no, really, this is not combo but one, single hit.
- Many items are displayed as can be taken, but you can not access to them, path is blocked.
- Loot disappears too fast, after 1-2 minutes.
- Map sometimes bugged, it shows previous location, scroll up and down will not help you, you can not see geralt on the map.
- Graphics, yeah, i play with auto selected, high graphics, too much contrast, what should be lighter is black, what should be
dark is black hole. Shadows.... At night grass and some object which should not but they are are shining. There are many kind of
this crap.
- Optimization isbad. It consumes a lot of graphics and CPU memory when should not. For example in house, 12 GB 3.5 GHZ
DDR4 and about 2-3 GB video GTX 1060. I have some screenshots in my profile of unusual, unexpected things which I could
picture.
- You fight elite creature 15 minutes to open chest with 3 orens. When new armor or weap costs 5 000 orens.
- Some enemies can not be killed, this will be like Dark Souls even on easiest difficulty, you will die, and die, and die no matter
what. You may want to kill it, but you can not. I love TES where you can kill most of NPC.
- You can not interract with things while in \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 combat, at all, you have to kill enemies to
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run away for example. So if you are locked in room with high lvl foe, you dead whatever you do. This is game huge bug,
liability.
- After combat, you have to wait 5+ second to loot. If you killed 20+ in row, which attacks you every 4 seconds, to loot them
you have to wait. Imagine now, you killed 1 000+ enemies during game, if you wish to loot every, this is 5 000 seconds only
waiting. Multiply now this time for every player who played. This is thousands of hours only waiting to access damn loot.
- I understand developers love doors, because they watched GoT and like Hodor much. But creating so many doors without any
sense, like door, after 5 meters one more, and than one more. What for? It takes about 10 second to open and pass single door.
Such a waste of time.
- Items crafting useless, unless you ready to spend 20 hours to get 1 reagent of 50.
- Potions? Same to crafting, spend a lot of time to craft single potion, or do not spend at all.
- Game imballanced, if you set easy level, with best gear in epilog enemies will be same like on hard but on hard, they can not
be killed at all.
- You can be killed while EXECUTING WTFFF???!! Imagine you are 40+ lvl, to kill enemy to farm energy to one shot it. And
then, while you perform execution, you are one shoot by someone else. Useless talents.
- Because of \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 cut scenes, you can not prepare field for buttle, like set traps. As result
more useless\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 You do not have time to
set them after cut scene, because you are dead already.
- Enemies disappear, I mean they see you but you cant. Bug.
- Never fight with mages. NEVER! They are can teleport when you are close and immune for melee dmg with shield. This crap
is OP. Only tactics to fight them, like seek and hide, somehow hit them with magic or or stick, than hide. It will take couple
ours, or days, but at least you will kill them.
- You can not control you character well, to dodge attack you have do some shitytricky stuff. But you will be dead anyway.
- Game should be polished, at least more 100 years. Or never been released.
- There is no way to restore health during combat, if you face enemy and can not kill and run, game bugged. For example boss.
Area locked, nowhere to hide, it a field, you can not run or kill it. That is it, game over. Remove game and forget about it.
- Your enemies casting spellf faster than you. Your signs is useles\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 during combat. If
you start casting it, you get rotation, combo on you, you are dead.
- YOu cant hit enemy, mage when he cast teleportation. No way, when you get close, he teleports or casts shield. You are dead.

You warned, you can buy it only for some ingame 7its and good plot.

 When I finished this game, I hated it so much as 1-st one. This game is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665nowadays, I
would not recommend to buy it. This game IS REALLY SUCKS.

There are also many additional UI, AI, logic, mechanic bugs.
I would suggest to remove this game from Steam at all.. Best game ever made!. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 EPIC AND DEEP
SILVER this game good tho thanks 4A
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